Simulated annealing (SA) was inspired from annealing in metallurgy, a technique involving heating and controlled cooling of a material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce their defects, both are attributes of the material that depend on its thermodynamic free energy. In this Paper, firstly we will study SA in details on its initial feasible solution choosing, initial temperature selecting, neighborhood solution searching, efficient way of calculating for the difference of objective function values of two neighborhood solutions, acceptance function (Metropolis function), temperature cooling, and the criteria of inner and outer loops' stopping, etc. Then, hybrid pure SA with local (or global) search optimization methods allows us to be able to design several effective and efficient global search optimization methods. In order to keep the original sense of SA, we clarify our understandings of SA in crystallography and molecular modeling field through the studies of prion amyloid fibrils.
Introduction
Simulated Annealing (SA), as well as Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithm, is one of the successful heuristic computational methods. It simulates the annealing process with Monte Carlo property. The works of Metropolis, Kirkpatrick, Johnson, Aarts, et al. are well-known. In discrete optimization, simulated annealing method has found a lot of applications. The book for example [1] is good collections of its applications to discrete optimization problems. For continuous optimization problems, there are a lot of references on it. However, we still rarely see a very successful simulated annealing method for large scale continuous optimization problems in very high dimensions, especially in the constrained case.
The SA method appeared as early as in 1953 [2] as a Monte Carlo method and was firstly investigated and used in 1983 by Kirkpatrick et al. [3] . SA is a stochastic method. It differs from the traditional descent methods (see, for example, [4] and references therein) in that a local search algorithm for a neighborhood solution search, whether it randomly descents or steeply descents, allows downhill moves only, while in an attempt to escape local optima SA algorithm allows occasional uphill moves as well. SA techniques are based upon the physical analogy of cooling crystal structures (including the case of so called quenching) that * E-mail address: j.zhang@ballarat.edu.au, jiapu_zhang@hotmail.com, Phone: 61-4 2348 7360, 61-3 5327 6335 spontaneously arrives at a stable configuration, characterized by-globally or locally-minimal potential energy. Starting with an initial solution x, and an initial "temperature"T 0 , which is a parameter, we obtain a neighboring solution x′ and compare its cost with that of x. If the cost of x′ is smaller than that of x, i.e. f(x′)< f(x), we accept the new solution x′. The same thing would happen if we are applying the local search method by random descent method [4] . On the other hand, if f(x′) is greater than f(x), (in which case local search algorithms (see, for example, [4] ) will not accept x′), the SA algorithm may accept x′, but with a probability e −Δx′x/T 0 where Δx′x is the difference in the costs of x′ and x, i.e., Δx′x = f(x′)−f(x). This process is carried out for a certain number of times, which we call iterations, for each temperature. Then we reduce the temperature according to a particular schedule, and repeat. The convergence of SA algorithms are studied, for example, in [5] [6] .
An essential element of the SA algorithm is the probability e −Δx′x/T of an uphill move of size Δ x′x being accepted when the current temperature is T. This is dependent on both Δx′x and T. For a fixed temperature T, smaller uphill moves Δ x′x have a higher probability of being accepted. On the other hand, for a particular uphill move Δ x′x , a higher temperature will result in a larger probability for that uphill move being accepted. As stated in [7] , "at a high temperature any uphill move might be indiscriminately accepted with large probability so that the objective function and the tumbles around the space are not very important; as T is lowered the objective function becomes more and more significant; until as T goes to zero the search becomes trapped in the lowest minima that it has reached."
The SA algorithm for solving a practical problem is typically implemented in two nested loops: the outer loop and the inner loop. The outer loop controls temperatures, while the inner loop iterates a fixed number of times for the given temperature. The inner loop is for the problem specific decisions. The decisions of the outer loop involve the setting of initial temperature (T 0 ), the cooling schedule, the temperature length which is the number of outer loop iterations performed at each temperature, and the stopping condition of the outer loop. The inner loop of SA typically considers the following aspects: feasible solution space, initial feasible solution, neighborhood move, objective function values (and efficient calculation of their difference), and the decision which decides whether the move is found acceptable or probably acceptable according the so-called Metropolis criterion.
In this paper, Section 2 will study SA in details on its initial feasible solution choosing, initial temperature selecting, neighborhood solution searching, efficient way of calculating for the difference of objective function values of two neighborhood solutions, acceptance function (Metropolis function), temperature cooling, and the criteria of inner and outer loops' stopping, etc. In Section 3, hybrid pure SA with local (or global) search optimization methods allows us to be able to design several effective and efficient global search optimization methods. In order to keep the original sense of SA, we clarify our understandings of SA in crystallography and molecular modeling field through the studies of prion amyloid fibrils in Section 4. Section 5 will give some concluding remarks on SA.
Implementing the SA algorithm

Overview
In this section we consider problem Minimize f(x) subject to x∈X, where X is a subset of R n is a compact set and f is continuous, being solved by SA algorithm.
The word renew denotes the counts of the solution being accepted in the inner loop. The pseudo-code (referred, for example, to [8] ) of the SA algorithm is listed as follows: Algorithm 1. Simulated annealing algorithm.
Initialization:
Define the objective function f and its feasible solution space. Call Initial feasible solution producing procedure to produce an initial feasible solution x. Call Procedure of selecting initial temperature to produce the initial temperature T 0 . Calculate the size of neighborhood N_size. Calculate f(x), and set x_best = x and f_best = f(x). Set best_count = frozen_count = 0, and value of δ. Cooling (outer loop procedure):
Repeat (outer loop) Call Inner loop procedure.
Call cooling schedule T = α(T) to decrease to a new temperature. If best_count > 0 then set frozen_count = 0 If renew/iteration count < 1/N_size then set frozen_count = frozen_count + 1 Until outer loop stopping criterion is met Inner loop Procedure: Set iteration_count = 0.
Repeat (inner loop)
Call Neighborhood solution search procedure to generate a feasible neighborhood solution x′. Calculate f(x′). Call Efficient procedure of calculating the cost difference
Endif Until stopping criteria of inner loop is met
In implementing the SA algorithm described above, initial feasible solution producing procedure, the procedure of selecting initial temperature, neighbourhood solution search procedure, efficient way to calculate the difference of objective function values of two neighbourhood solutions, acceptance function (here it is the Metropolis function), cooling scheduling of the temperature, and stopping criterions of inner and outer loops are its important components. Different definitions of those are discussed in the literature on SA methods, which will be discussed in the following subsections.
SA algorithm corresponds to a Markov chain. For each temperature T fixed, if the variation of Markov chain arrives at a stable state and then T goes down, we call the SA algorithm homogeneous SA algorithm; if not, it is a non-homogeneous SA algorithm.
Initial feasible solution producing procedure
For a convex function the initial feasible solution can be chosen anywhere, from which the global minimum is reached by moving towards to the lower values, in the feasible region; however, for a non-convex function, it depends on the initial solution very much either to find a local minimum of it or to find its global minimum [9] . For real projects, usually there are many requirements, i.e. constraints, for reaching its aims. A good feasible initial solution producing procedure is clearly needed. Numerical experiments show that, without the sensitive procedure of choosing the initial simplex (see § 3.1.1 of [10] ), the Simplex Simulated Annealing (SSA) method of paper [10] is very difficult to make it work. However, for many problems solved by SA method, there, often, is a simple way of producing initial solution: randomly taking a feasible solution from the feasible region as the initial solution. Constraint programming is a new high-level language paradigm for satisfaction and optimization problems. To produce a feasible solution by constraint programming strategy as the initial solution is also a very popular way; for example, see [11] . Using a local/global search optimization method to quickly get a solution as the initial solution of SA is also a good way.
Initial temperature selecting procedure
Numerical experiments tell us that proper initial temperature T 0 can make the SA method quickly get the optimal value of the objective function. If at initial temperature we accept almost all the solution (i.e. acceptance rate χ 0 ≈ 1), then in theory, by Metropolis criterion exp Δ x′x /T 0 ≈ 1, where T 0 should be "sufficiently" large. Johnson, Kirkpatrick, Aarts et al. [12] [13] [14] [15] 3] present several initial temperature selecting procedures. The idea of Kirkpatrick is: to choose a large T 0 , give χ 0 in advance (for example χ 0 = 0.8), generate many solutions, if the acceptance rate χ is less than χ 0 then increase T 0 , repeat until χ > χ 0 to get a T 0 . Johnson's formula is T 0 =Δ¯f + / ln(χ 0 −1 ), where Δ¯f + is the average increase of objective function values of randomly generated solutions. The one of [12] is frequently used; for example, in [10, 8] . Aarts' formula is T 0 =Δ¯f + / ln ( m 2 / ( m 2 χ−m 1 (1−χ) ) ), where m 1 is the number of solutions making the objective function value decrease, m 2 is the number of solutions making the objective function value increase, and χ, for example, may be set as χ 0 . However, those procedures are not definitely working well for all problems. Fixed temperature schedule is studied and applied in [16] [17] [18] . In homogeneous SA, T 0 chosen should be properly large enough to sufficiently accept all the candidate feasible solutions possibly produced. We also often use the following ways:
(1). Uniformly sample some solutions, calculate their objective function values, and take the variance of those objective function values as T 0 .
(2). Randomly generate some solutions, determine |Δ max | which is the maximal difference of each pair of solutions, and calculate T 0 = −Δ max / ln p r , where pr is the initial acceptance probability and in theory it should be close to 1. For non-homogeneous SA, in theory we have formulas [19] for calculatingT 0 .
Neighborhood solution searching procedure
This is one key element in implementing SA. For discrete optimization problem, for instance, in the book [1] , there are several successful neighborhood solution searching procedures. All those procedures should be at least based on two basic ideas: (a) neighbor means "nearby", (b) SA method is a stochastic method so that the neighborhood solution should be randomly taken. We may take those ideas for developing neighborhood solution searching procedure for continuous optimization problems. , m is the neighborhood range which makes the rate between accepted and rejected moves approximate 0.5 [20] . In [21] , first generate a random direction vector θ k ∈R n , with ||θ k || = 1, then find a fixed step size Δr, thus get a neighborhood solution x k+1 of x k : x k+1 =x k +Δ r θ k . The choice of Δr is thoroughly discussed in [22] [23] . In [23] , the direction vector θ k is defined in a new way. It is suggested to take into account the point x h , h<k, generated by the algorithm and different from x k , if f(x h )<f(x k ) then θ k =x h −x k , otherwise θ k =x k −x h . Contrary to the results in [21] [22] , Corana et al. (1987) , Siarry et al. (1997) and Vanderbilt et al. (1984) search through the space of feasible region in an anisotropic way [24] [25] [26] . In [24] , at each iteration k a single variable of x k is modified, and iterations are subdivided into cycles of n iterations during which each variable is modified; i.e. x k+1 =x k + r v i+1 e i+1 , where r is a uniform random number in [-1,1], i∈{0, …, n−1} is such that k+1 = h*n+i for some nonnegative integer h, and v i+1 (that is anisotropic) is the maximum allowed step along the direction e i+1 of the (i+1)-st axis. Instead of varying a single variable in x k in each iteration, Siarry et al. (1997) varied p variables [25] . Another concept to simulated annealing method is adaptive (see [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] ). This means SA method should possess the ability of adapting itself to the problem it solves, the objective function f and the temperature, etc. whether globally or locally. The code of Ingber's ASA (Adaptive Simulated Annealing) algorithm [28] [29] [30] [31] can be retrieved from the web site www.ingber.com, and many techniques such as 'fast annealing', 're-annealing', 'quenching', 'multistart strategy', and 'priori information' are used. Romeijn et al. (1994 Romeijn et al. ( , 1999 proposed a two-phase generator: "first generating a random direction θ k , with ||θ k || = 1, and then generating a random point λ k in the set Λ k = Λ k (θ k )={λ: x k +λθ k ∈X}, thus x k+1 =x k +λ k θ k ", and if x k+1 is not in X or if there is a jamming problem, i.e. Λ k is very small, then use the 'reflections' technique [33] [34] . Employing computer science theory is also useful for the neighborhood solution searching procedure; for example Bilbro et al. (1991) gave a tree annealing approach [35] : divide the feasible regions in the form of a tree, and x k+1 is sampled from a distribution which selects a random path from the root of the tree to a leaf of the tree in a way that the sub-regions with a high percentage of accepted points are favored. Employing a local search method into simulated annealing method is also very popular. Desai et al. (1996) proposed a technique [36] : randomly perturb the current solution x k to get a new point ӿ k+1 , and start a local search from ӿ k+1 to get a new local minimum x k+1 , which attempts to combine the robustness of annealing in rugged terrain with the efficiency of local optimization methods in simple search spaces. The parallel version of [36] may be seen in [37] . Lucidi et al. (1989) presented a random tunneling technique by means of acceptance-rejection sampling [38] . Over the unit hypercube feasible region, Fox (1995) gave a special neighborhood solution searching procedure [39] . First the objective function f is evaluated at the points of a net. Then, the unit hypercube is subdivided into many boxes of a set C, which are with different widths along different axes. Over C, generate a probability mass function p by intersecting the net with each box to generate many points and find the minimum value of those points. Then sample a box B from C according to the probability mass function p, sample a uniform point y from B and apply some local search steps starting from y. Repeat the sampling of B and y a finite number of times, and get the set F(x k , k), which is a finite set of candidate neighborhood points of x k at iteration k. And then the acceptance probabilities are applied to define the distribution of the next iteration L ≥ k, and according to the acceptance probabilities the algorithm randomly selects a point in F(x k , k) and moves to it. For getting neighborhood solution, there is an idea: simultaneously perturbing all of the variables of the problem in a "proper" random fashion. In [40] the neighborhood solution producing procedure is given by the way: randomly uniformly re-generate one element of x k , or m∈ random{1, ...,n} elements of x k , or the whole vector of x k , as the new solution x k+1 . In [10] , instead of the reflect-expandcontract-shrink Nelder-Mead method (seen, for example, in [41] ), the reflects-shrink Simplex Direct Search (SDS) method is given. The SDS method uses various numbers of reflections in a flexible manner and follows a shrinking if after reflecting all the n worst vertices of the initial simplex better movement is still failed to be gotten.
In Fast Simulated Annealing method of [42] , Cauchy distribution is used to produce new solution. Greenes et al. (1986) used the probability of fitness function, which is based on objective function, to produce new solution [43] .
From the ideas of all those reviewed above, we present two versions of the neighborhood solution search procedure for SA algorithm. In the SDS algorithm, for the objective function value of each vertex we add a random fluctuation: f(x i )+k B Tlog(z), where k B is the Boltzmann constant in appropriate units and z is a random number of the interval (0,1). We might carry out a multiple shrinking, in which the highest vertex is simultaneously moved along all the coordinates towards the lowest-energy vertex. For getting a new neighborhood solution, in [40] , the procedure below is used: Noticing that the neighborhood solution search for simulated annealing method should be at least based on ideas (a) and (b), we may simply give a neighborhood solution search procedure for simulated annealing algorithm: Uniformly randomly keeping n−1 elements of x, and making the left one element of x uniformly randomly take a value such that the new solution x′ is still feasible. This gives x′. When the feasible region of the optimization problem is the unit simplex S, the neighborhood solution search procedure should be modified: Uniformly randomly keeping n − 2 elements of x, and making one element from the two elements left to x uniformly randomly take a value from [0, 1] such that the value of the sum of the n − 1 elements is not greater than 1. Another left element of x′ is given the value 1-sum. This gives x′. This is an efficient procedure, which is better than the one in [40] . Note: There is a subtle difference in the meaning between objective function and fitness function. Objective function measures the variable's performance in the search region; whereas fitness function provides a measure of variable's relative performance by transforming the objective function f into F(x)=g(f(x)). For example, proportional fitness assignment (F(x i )=f(x i )/∑f(x i )), linear transformation (F(x)=af(x)+b) are some simple transformations.
Acceptance function
The (Markov chain state) acceptance function, generally, is given in a probability form that should meet the following criteria: (1) . At each fixed temperature, the acceptance function should maintain the average percentage of accepted moves at about 1/5 of the total number of moves, which cannot make the objective function value decrease; (2) . With the decrease of temperatures, the probability of accepting an increasing move decreases. (3) . When temperature becomes zero, only the solutions that make the objective function value decrease can be accepted.
In Subsection 2.1, the acceptance function for the SA algorithm is the so- 
Cooling scheduling of temperature
During the SA iterations, the temperature sequence {T k } is being produced. If lim k→+∞ T k =0, we say that {T k } is a cooling schedule. In this subsection, we review some successful cooling schedules. presented a cooling scheme [47] T k+1 =T k /(1+T k log( +ɛ)/(3σ k )), (2.5) where σ k is the standard deviation of the observed value of the cost function, and ɛ is 0.1 in [18] .
Tk ) is another cooling schedule [48] . Reeves (1995) described a cooling schedule of Lundy and Mees [4] , where the temperature is reduced according to (2.12) Although many cooling schedules are mentioned above, the geometric cooling scheme [3] proposed by Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) T k+1 =αT k , k=0, . . . ,∞, (2.13) where α ∈ (0, 1) is a constant, is still a widely used and a popular SA cooling schedule (refer to [12-15, 10, 4, 40] because it compromises the quality and CPU time of optimization. 
Stopping criterion of inner loops
The number of iterations in each inner loop is also called the temperature length. In many forms of simulated annealing method, a fixed number of iterations are performed for each temperature. Usually the fixed number is detected by a long sequence of iterations in which no new solutions have been accepted. This fixed number depends on the size of the neighborhood Nsize, which is defined to be the total number of possible distinct neighborhood solutions that can be obtained, and its mathematical form is Nfactor*Nsize, where Nfactor is some multiplying factor, for example Nfactor=10. In our pseudo-code of the simulated annealing method, we also introduce a symbol renew which records the number of times the solutions are accepted at a temperature. We may also terminate the inner loop if this number has exceeded Cut*Nfactor*Nsize where Cut is another multiplying factor. Section 4.2.3 of [9] describes this fixed number in view of stochastic process terminologies. In homogeneous SA, from the view of objective function values two stopping criteria may be presented: (1) . Checking stability of the expectation value of objective function values; and (2). The change of objective function values is lower than some tolerance in a certain amount of iterations.
Stopping criterion of outer loops
The choice of final temperature T f determines a stopping criterion of outer loops. At the end of each inner loop, if the best solution obtained in that inner loop has not been changed and at the same time we are not having many changes in the current solution, we reduce the temperature and start another inner loop. If a solution x * has been consecutively "frozen" at many current temperatures, then we stop and say x * is the best solution found by the simulated annealing method. Usually we set a proper small temperature as T f as the stopping condition of outer loops. Our numerical experiments show that we may get the small temperature T when "Floating point exception (core dumped)" is reminded by computer. In our pseudo-code, we also count the number best_count of times at which the best feasible solution is not replaced again, and calculate the proportion of solutions accepted, by frozen_count. We may halt the algorithm when frozen_count reaches a predetermined number. As a whole, based on lim k→+∞ T k =0, we find a "frozen" temperature for the stopping criterion of outer loops. Nahar et al. (1987) used the number of temperatures, in other words, the number of Markov chains or iterations, as stopping criterion of outer loops [15] . Notice here the lengths of Markov chains, L k , may be upper bounded by a constant ῑ. Johnson et al. (1987) used the acceptance rate to terminate the outer loops [45] : current acceptance rate χ k > χ f given, where χ f is the final acceptance rate.
From the point of view of the objective function values, we may also give the terminating criterion for the outer loops. If |Δ x′x |≤ɛ or f(x)−f_best ≤ɛ, |(f_best−f_opt)/f_opt|≤ɛ (where |f_best−f_opt|<ɛ if f_opt= 0), where ɛ is a sufficiently small positive number and f_opt is the optimal value known, we stop the method. This simply means when the objective function values cannot be improved we may stop the algorithm.
In another form, we use the information not only on the temperature but also on the objective function values; then we can also give a stopping criterion for the simulated annealing method. Suppose P F is a proper number given, if A(x, x′, T)≤P F , we stop the simulated annealing method. If in many successive Markov chains the solution has not changed, we can stop the method.
Setting an upper limit of executing time is also a way to stop the algorithm. The user may terminate the method manually according to a user-defined aim. Aarts et al. (1989) improved the simple cooling scheme of Johnson et al. talked in the above Subsection 2.7 (see [5] ). They present a more meticulous cooling scheme in which T 0 , T f , L k and the formula of T k are well designed. Other improvements on SA are: (1). Re-increase temperature. In the process of SA, in order to adjust some state, to reincrease its temperature is a good way.
Improvements on SA method
Heating-annealing procedure. (4). During the SA, for current state, take several search strategies, and accept the best state found with respect to probability.
The hybrid of SA with a local/global search method
Global optimization SA search sometimes trapped at local minima and cannot reach the real global minima. Hybrid with local search or global search optimization method is a strategy to bring the SA out of the trapped local minima. In this Section we introduce several successfully tested hybrid methods of SA. In Subsection 3.1, we will introduce the hybrid SA with local search discrete gradient (DG) method, and in Subsection 3.2 we will introduce the hybrids of SA with global search Self-Adaptive Evolutionary Strategy µ+λ (SAES(µ+λ)) method and global search Self-Adaptive Classical Evolutionary Programming (SACEP) method.
Hybrid SA discrete gradient method
Efficiency of discrete gradient method
The DG method [53] is a derivative-free local search optimization method. Therefore, first we investigate the efficiency of discrete gradient method, comparing with other well-known derivative-free methods. We use small-size standard test problems to test the DG method, Nelder-Mead's simplex method [54] , and Powell's UOBYQA method [54] . For each problem and each dimension, we run the three methods 50 times. The 50 initial solutions are randomly taken from the feasible region. The best optimal value obtained and its frequency of occurrence, the mean and the variance of 50 optimal values obtained can be seen in the following database. By the comparative analysis from the above database, we find that the discrete gradient method is the best one among all those methods not only for low dimension problems but also for higher dimension problems. Nelder-Mead's simplex method cannot work well for the problems with dimensions greater than 10 and Powell's UOBYQA method cannot work fast for the problems with dimensions greater than 20. So, we choose the DG method.
Numerical results for the DG method, Simplex method and UOBYQA method
The performance profile is a cumulative distribution function over a performance ratio and provides condensed information in terms of robustness, efficiency and quality of solution information. We briefly write the two formulae as follows:
where P is a given set of problems p=1, . . . , n p , s is one of solvers s=1, . . . , n s , t p,s is the solver resource (e.g. computational time) spent by solver s on problem p, op,s denotes the solution value found by solver s for problem p, b p is the best solution value found when applying all solvers to problem p, δ>0 is a user-defined relative objective value difference threshold, ρM is an upper bound on ρ p,s over all problem & solver pairs p, s in which solver s fails to solve problem p, 1≤τ≤∞, and C [{·}] denotes the cardinality (size) of the set {·}. The function ρ p,s is called a performance ratio and the function p s (τ) is called the performance profile function of the performance ratio. Our numerical experiments for the formula of ρ p,s are: (i) when b p is zero, in the denominator we replace bp by 1, and (ii) δ≤10 −4 . The performance profile of the DG method, Simplex method and UOBYQA method showed that, being compared with the Simplex method and UOBYQA method, the DG method is absolutely the winner for solver resource and always better than the UOBYQA method for all the solver resource. This gave an explanation why we had chosen the DG method to use in this Subsection.
Hybrid DG-SA-DG algorithm
In this subsection we develop a hybrid SA and DG for solving the global optimization problem Minimize f(x) subject to x∈X, where X is a subset of R n , X is a compact set and f is continuous and it is also a locally Lipschitz continuous function. The hybrid method starts from an initial point, first executes the DG method to find local minimum, then carries on with the SA method in order to escape from this local minimum and to find a new starting point for DG method. Then we again apply the discrete gradient method starting from the current best point and so on until the sequence of the optimal objective function values obtained is convergent. The pseudo-code of the hybrid method is listed as following: The convergence of the proposed hybrid method directly follows from the convergence of SA method and DG method. Generally, local search DG method makes the objective function value decrease a little bit from the initial guess, then the global search SA makes the value a big decreasing, the iterations go on until both the local and global searches cannot change the objective function value very much.
Implementations
The Description of problems To examine the performance of Algorithm 14, we apply it to solve the wellknown complicated problems of Ackley, Bohachevsky, Branin, De Joung, Easom, Goldstein and Price, Griewank, Hartman, Hump, Hyper-Ellipsoid, Levy Nr.1, Levy Nr.2, Michalewicz, Neumaier Nr.2, Neumaier Nr.3, Rastringins, Rosenbrock, Schaffer Nr.1, Schaffer Nr.2, Shekel-N, Shubert Nr.1, Shubert Nr.2, Sphare, Step, Zakharov, Zimmermanns, which can be found from [40-41, 56, 58-59] .
Implementation of algorithm
For the SA part of this hybrid method, we use the Neighborhood solution search procedure described at the end of Subsection 2.4. We still use T = 0.9*T as the cooling schedule in this hybrid method. The initial temperature is taken large enough according to the rule in [3] . The number of inner and outer iterations are taken to be large enough guaranteeing sufficient iterations. The DG method used here reduces the constrained minimization problem to unconstrained using exact penalty functions, and it terminates when the distance between the approximation to the subdifferential and origin is less than a given tolerance ɛ> 0 (ɛ=10 −4 ). The initial solution for the hybrid method is randomly taken from the feasible region of the problem.
Results of numerical experiments and discussions
Numerical experiments have been carried out in VPAC (Victorian Partnership for Advanced Computing) with CPU 833MHz. The results of numerical experiments are listed as follows. We denote HDGSAM the hybrid DG and SA method. We can see the best objective function value obtained and the best objective function value known are equal to each other for every problem. This means our hybrid method is good and accurate for all those well-known optimization problems. Regarding the computational CPU time of the hybrid method for solving all those problems, it is very satisfactory. Take the Levy Nr.2 function as an example, the optimization method with 100 variables and 100 constraints needs 33.42019200 seconds to reach its optimal value 0.00000001, with 1000 variables and 1000 constraints needs 584.27654400 seconds to reach its optimal value 0.00000041, and even for the optimization problem with 10000 variables and 10000 constraints it needs 13696.099664 seconds to reach an objective function value 0.52427744. The runtime is on exponential increase. Based on results of numerical experiments, we can conclude for the hybrid DG and SA method: the hybrid DG and SA method is effective for many well-known optimization problems.
Numerical results for HDGSAM
Hybrid SA evolutionary algorithms
In this Subsection, we present two hybrid SA and evolutionary algorithms.
Numerical results show that all these hybrid methods of evolutionary computation algorithms work well. The numerical results show us SAES(µ+λ) method [60] and SACEP method [60] can successfully work for all our test problems. The SA algorithm is a sequential computing algorithm and evolutionary algorithms are parallel computing algorithms. So, in this Subsection, using SA method, we improve them. We use SA as a search operator once for SAES(µ + λ) method, and once for SACEP method. Both the algorithms designed in this section simply work by applying the SA on all individuals in the population of the initial generation. In subsequent generations, SA is applied only for the best solutions found so far.
Algorithm. SA-SAES(µ + λ).
Step 0. Randomly generate µ parents, where each parent z k =(x k , σ k ).
Step 1. Apply SA on each parent x k .
Step 2. Set τ=sqrt(2sqrt(n)) -1 and τ ′ =(sqrt(2n)) -1 .
Step 3. Until λ children are generated, do
Step 4. Select two parents z k =(x k , σ k ) and z l =(x l , σ l ) at random to generate child y j =(x j , σ j ).
Step 5. Discrete recombination: for each variable x ji and step size σ ji in y j , do (x ji =x ki and σ ji = σ ki ) or (x ji =x li and σ ji =σ li )
Step 6. Mutation: For each x ji and step size σ ji in y j x′ ji =x ji +σ ji N j (0, 1) σ′ ji =σ ji exp (τ′N(0, 1)+τN j (0, 1)) Step 7. If the number of children is less than λ, go to Step 4.
Step 8. Select the best µ individuals among all the µ + λ parents and children.
Step 9. Apply SA on the best individual among the selected µ individuals.
Step 10. If the stopping criteria are satisfied, stop, else go to step 2.
Algorithm. SA-SACEP.
Step 0. Randomly generate µ parents and evaluate them, where each parent z k =(x k , σ k ).
Step 2. Set τ=sqrt(2sqrt(n)) -1 and τ ′ =(sqrt(2n))
Step 3. For each parent, generate a child as follows x′ ji =x ji +σ ji N j (0, 1) σ′ ji =σ ji exp(τ′N(0, 1)+τN j (0, 1))
Step 4. Evaluate all children
Step 5. Undertake a tournament y for each parent and child as follows: select ζ individuals with replacement from the joint set of parents and children. For each individual z of the ζ individuals, if y is better than z, add 1 to the fitness of y.
Step 6. Select the best µ individuals among all parents and children with the highest fitness.
Step 7. Apply SA on the best individual among the selected µ individuals.
Step 8. If the stopping criteria are satisfied, stop, else go to step 1.
Numerical results listed as follows show that, from a point of view of the optimal objective function values obtained, the algorithms presented in this section separately improve SAES(µ + λ) method and SACEP method greatly. For problems F2~F4, SA-SAES(µ+λ) and SA-SACEP perform similarly. For problems F5~F18, all these two hybrid methods seem to have the same performance too. For problems F19~F22, SA-SAES(µ+λ) and SA-SACEP perform well. For F23~F26, SA-SAES(µ+λ) and SA-SACEP perform the same. For the problems remained, we cannot make some comparison for all the two hybrid methods of this Subsection. However, all the two hybrid methods in this Subsection are better than without hybrids.
Applying SA to molecular modeling
In [62] , Zhang (2011) used the follow SA procedure: "The solvated proteins were then quickly heated from 0 K to 300 K linearly for 20 ps. The systems were kept at 300 K for 80 ps. The systems then were slowly cooled from 300 K to 100 K linearly for 400 ps. The systems were kept for 100 ps at 100 K. All the systems were in constant NVT ensembles using Langevin thermostat algorithm with weak restraints (a force constant of 10.0 kcal mol −1 Å −2 was used) on the solvated proteins. The SHAKE and SANDER (simulated annealing with NMR-derived energy restraints) algorithms with nonbonded cutoffs of 9 Å were used during the heating, cooling and the 100 ps at 100 K. The equilibration was done in constant NPT ensembles under a Langevin thermostat for 4,400 ps and the RMSD, PRESS, and VOLUME (DENSITY) were sufficiently stable for each model; the jump in RMSD of around 0.2 Å correlates with removing restraints for the change from NVT to NPT, but it did not change the structures at 100 K. Equilibration was under constant pressure 1 atm and constant temperature (100 K) in a neutral pH environment (equilibration was performed at the low temperature of 100 K in order to be consistent with the experimental work). A step size of 2 fs was used for all SA runs. The structures were saved to file every 100 steps. During the SA, the Metropolis criterion was used." This is an ordinary SA method for molecular modeling and refinement of 100K-crystal structures. Before or after the SA procedure is always using hybrids with local search optimization methods (for example the steepest descent method or the conjugate gradient method or both) in Amber and Gromacs computational chemistry packages.
Conclusions
SA is a popular method used in mathematical optimization computations. This paper introduced the detailed implementations of SA in optimization, and presented two kinds of hybrids with local and global optimization search algorithms respectively, and then introduced the situation in the use of SA in molecular modeling in computational chemistry crystal structures. The SA theory presented in this paper should be very useful for the practical SA calculations.
